
ABOUT

Illuminating the microscopic world of the rivers, 
waterways and oceans through objects, music and big 
puppets.

The first Monster Soup illuminated big puppet 
parade was a participatory outdoor theatre event 
that examined the microscopic world of the River 
Thames in Nine Elms - Wandsworth. Local pupils 
from St George’s Primary and Griffin Primary 
schools participated in a workshop series at the Rose 
Community Centre (SW8 4DL). Young people 
designed and created their very own river monster 
lanterns, which they paraded alongside a giant toothy 
tadpole puppet called Arthur created by Puppets with 
GUTS.

Throughout the project the young people investigated 
the microscopic world of the Thames, a world 
unseen and a place that we all need to care for. The 
project encouraged local residents to explore newly 
regenerated public spaces and places unknown to 
them in their local area. Moving forward, we aim to 
use this concept to create further illuminated big 
puppets, lanterns, kites, kinetic objects and more 
based on the microscopic world. Using recycled 
materials found in waterways to create these 
monsters will be key to our engagement approaches.

The initial inspiration for the project began with a 
satirical Victorian image called Monster Soup, which 
highlighted the pollution in London’s drinking water. 
We were interested in “highlighting the ongoing issue 
London still has with its air and water pollution” in an 
engaging and positive way.
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MONSTER SOUP
A theatrical procession of big illuminated River Thames microbes
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Minimum Arena: 20m x 15m accessible public space.

Set-Up Time: 2 hours

Take-Down Time: 1 hour

Dressing Room: 3 x people with tables, chairs, toilets, drinking water.

Storage Required:  2m x 4m with double doors and puppet set-up area.

Transportation: Van plus driver for puppet transportation from London. Transportation, via car, van, train or 
plane, needed from London for 3 cast members.
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SHOW INFORMATION

Performance Styles: Puppetry, Roving, Interactive, Physical Theatre, Light, Illumination, Spectacle, Visual 
Theatre, Music, Relational, Non-Verbal, Improvised

Length: 20 minute roving big tadpole puppet with musician. 60 minute lantern parade through a local area.

Opportunity: for value added taster workshops and bespoke Community Engagement Programme and parade.

Scale: Small to medium scale outdoor performance within minimum arena ~ 20m x 15m parade accessible 
public space.

Performance Fee: Roving Puppet £600 per day + transport, substance and accommodation expenses.

Workshop Fee: Workshops and Lantern Parade - two days workshops and parade £2000 + materials, 
workshop and event support / planning / management / recruitment, venue, transport, substance and 
accommodation expenses.

Number of performers: 3 - 4 person roving touring group.

Date Created: 2017 and available for touring.

Audience Capacity: 100-2000 with low level audience interaction.

Audience Type: Families, Children, Young People

Themes: Environment, Displacement, Empathy
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CAST AND CREATIVE

Artistic Director, Producer, Original Concept: Ivan Thorley

Designer: Pip Herbst

Workshop Facilitators: Vicky Hancock, Ivan Thorley and Charlotte Quartermaine

Puppet Makers: Ivan Thorley, Pip Herbst, Charlotte Quartermaine, Caroline Bowman, Alison Alexander

Pumphouse Gallery – Participation Manager: Greer MacKeogh
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